Auto Finance Add-Ons: Little Bang for the Buck

The Sky’s the Limit on Price!

A new proposal filed at the Texas Legislature would unleash more expensive auto dealer add-on products onto unwary consumers—even though our research indicates that some of these products already cost consumers $1.1 billion too much every year.

In a high-pressure sales environment, where consumers often feel unsure about securing financing, car salesman pressure buyers into purchasing “add-on” products like extended service warranties and anti-theft coverage. These items added $99 to $5,000 per product onto the price of a new or used cars in our sample, and the fact that consumers pay interest on these products as part of the total financing package makes them even more costly.

Unfortunately, although consumers pay high prices for extended warranties and anti-theft protection, they frequently receive little value because of the products’ limited coverage.

Fragmented regulation ensures that most consumers cannot find a state agency to help them solve their problems. The state of Texas splits the regulation of add-on products between two different agencies, neither of which control the product’s cost to the consumer, the benefits and exclusions, nor dealers’ sales tactics.

House Bill 3509 by Representative Ismael Flores would offer consumers significantly more protection by authorizing the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation to review and approve service contracts, mandating non-negotiable sales prices, and by ensuring that consumers receive a contract at the time of sale. HB 1380 by Representative Senfronia Thompson (D-Houston) would make matters worse by expanding the types of loans that can finance such add-on products and scaling back the already scant regulatory controls.

**Method**

Consumers Union Southwest Regional Office (CU) reviewed a random sample of 404 Attorney General complaints that were filed against auto dealerships from 2000 to 2002. We conducted an in-depth review of 196 of these complaints. We also reviewed complaint information from the Office of Consumer Credit Commission and the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation.

Using copies of extended service warranty contracts that the consumer provided, CU collected data on the specific
Consumers Pay Far More for Extended Warranty Coverage than the Insurance is Worth, Because So Many Players Can Take a Markup
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**Terms of the contracts, including cost, deductible, and length of coverage.** CU then compared the costs of the product to the consumer to the cost of a representative insurance plan backing the product. We also assumed that a 25% commission to the seller is reasonable. CU compared the consumer price to the reasonable estimated underlying insurance value. When the coverage was not specified in a consumers documents, CU assumed the most comprehensive and costly coverage for that car in order to give the most conservative estimate of the overcharge.

**General Findings**

- Half of car buyers in our complaint sample (202 people) purchased extended warranties, and paid an estimated average $755 too much for them. Assuming that half of the people who finance a car bought an extended warranty, we estimate that consumers in Texas may have paid $1 billion too much for extended warranties in 2002.
- Fewer than eight percent of consumers in our sample (32 people) purchased theft protection, but these consumers paid a huge markup. For anti-theft products, consumers typically paid $299 to $799 to buy a very low value insurance product that insurers sold to dealers for under $32 per covered car. Assuming the only 8% of people who finance their car purchased anti-theft products in 2002, we estimate consumers spent more than $100 million too much for them.
- The Texas agency charged with regulating these products, the Department of Licensing and Regulation (TDLR), suffers both from the lack of power and the will to protect consumers. The advisory board charged with overseeing extended warranties is composed almost entirely of industry representatives and has not met in two years, and TDLR has not been able to appoint any members to the Vehicle Protection Advisory Board since its creation in 2001.
- Many consumers complain of aggressive sales tactics, including adding a financing “extra” without the customer’s knowledge, intimidating buyers into signing an contract without review, and altering the contract. These consumers often felt pressured into purchasing extended warranties and anti-theft products or were told they would not receive financing otherwise.
- Consumers complained about rude salesman, overcharges, and deceptive practices—and one out of five consumers complained specifically about their extended warranty. Of 32 people who purchased anti-theft products, 18 people, over 50%, complained about their contract.
- Of the 196 files reviewed in more detail, many related to the difficulty consumers had in getting dealers to make repairs covered by the extended warranty even when those repairs were expressly provided for in the contract. Consumers also complained that they had been told their warranty covered everything, only later to find out that this was not the case.
- Consumers reported problems canceling their add-on or collecting promised cash rebates for filing no claims. Others reported receiving no copy of their contract or found out that the terms of their contracts had been altered.

**The Products**

Extended warranties and vehicle anti-theft products are among the profitable “add-on” products sold to consumers by auto dealers (and sometimes directly by insurers or brokers). This market has come under increasing scrutiny throughout the United States because of consumer complaints of unscrupulous sales tactics, limited coverage, and high prices.

**“Extended automobile warranties” or “automobile service contracts” advertise financial protection to the automobile owner from mechanical breakdowns not covered by the manufacturer’s original warranty. These contracts typically range from three months to seven years and/or 3,000 to 150,000 miles.**

**“Vehicle anti-theft products” or “vehicle protection products” pay a cash benefit of $2,500-$3,000 if the car is stolen within the first three years. The “plan” also includes an etched number (known as a vehicle identification number) or a decal in the automobile’s window.**
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Auto Dealers Sell More than Cars
Automobile dealers derive an increasing share of their profit from these add-on contracts. In 2002, AutoNation, the nation’s largest automobile dealer, benefited from the commission on sale of extended warranties, the liquidation of insurance reserves relating to extended warranties, and the sale of risk from a third party insurance company, resulting in an $8.1 million dollar gain.4

Insurance by Any Other Name
Although automobile dealers sell theft protection and extended warranty products as insurance, they are currently exempt from insurance regulation in Texas—even though they clearly meet the definition of insurance set out in the insurance code and are frequently backed by an actual insurance policy.6 By accepting the financial risk of automobile repairs or cash payout in the event of mechanical breakdowns or car theft, the dealers in effect are acting as insurers and insurance agents but without any price controls.7 While the Insurance Department can review the rate of an insurance policy backing these contracts, the actual contract to the consumer is not “insurance” and therefore the seller can charge any amount.

Dealers who sell extended warranties on their own cars and who cover their obligations with a reimbursement insurance policy are not subject to warranty regulations.8 Other companies are minimally regulated by Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (TDLR)—we’ll call these unregulated insurers the “backers.”

Over one hundred non-dealer “backers,” who sell these products through dealers, financial institutions, via the telephone or the internet, are registered with the TDLR.9 These companies accept risk like an insurance company, but do not have to meet insurance standards.

Instead they must show they have a certain net worth, or they must purchase an actual insurance policy to cover the risk from some regulated insurer.10 The “backer” sometimes hires a marketing company to get their product into auto dealerships, and may also hire an administrative company to handle consumer claims.11 For the consumer, this means that a whole “insurance” market has developed without insurance consumer protections, including any rate or policy form review or prompt payment of claim requirements.

With all these different players behind every sale, commission and sales expenses represent a high percentage of the cost of these products. One extended warranty offers a flat commission to the auto dealer of $450 - $800 or a commission rate of 50% of the selling price, which could be more than $4,400.12 Other companies allow the dealer to mark up the price without limit and to take the mark-up as commission.13 Interstate National Dealer Services, a TDLR licensed “backer,” reported that selling, general, and administrative expenses were 44% of revenues, and this does not include the “extra” this company allows the dealer to charge the consumer (commission).

Extended Warranty: Costs Too Much
By the time all of the companies and people selling these policies collect their mark-up, the price of an extended warranty has become extraordinarily high.

The price of extended warranties vary from model to model and from year to year. In the CU study, Texans paid an average of $1,376 for automobile extended warranties. Owners of used cars paid an average of $1,381 for extended warranties, and new car buyers paid an average of $1,371. Based on the detailed rate filings for one large insurer backing these plans, we estimate consumers overpaid an average of $755 for their extended warranty. In addition, because the cost of this product is also added into the loan, they paid interest averaging another $499 over the life of the loan.15

Extended Warranty: Does Too Little
Rife with exclusions, and scheduled to largely overlap the car’s standard warranty, most extended warranties cover very little. Exclusions are lengthy. One typical extended warranty policy...
excludes “scheduled maintenance and wear items,” “batteries, body and trim items,” “noises including rattles, squeaks and wind noises,” and “repair or replacement of components needed to improve operating performance due to normal wear and tear.”

Toyota’s Extra Care states that components not covered include but are not limited to “engine components: transmission components, axle assembly components,” “suspension components: springs, shock absorbers, Macpherson struts, shock absorber inserts, or springs,” “electrical components: spark plugs, distributor caps, ignition wires, ignition lock cylinders and tumblers,” “cooling system: cooling fan sensor, cooling fan relay, lines and tubes, coolant radiator reservoir tank,” and “fuel system components: fuel hoses, lines and tubes, seals and gaskets, fuel tank sending unit.”

While extended warranties have limited coverage for regular maintenance items, they may also exclude emergency breakdowns. R. Martin O’Shea had owned his 1998 Nissan Frontier pick-up truck for slightly more than two years when, returning from a trip to a fast-food restaurant, the battery exploded, blowing the hood open, buckling it in two places, and spraying battery acid throughout the engine compartment. When Mr. O’Shea initially contacted the dealership, they assured him that the damages would be fully covered by his extended warranty. However, after some initial repairs had been made, the dealership told him that the extended warranty did not, after all, cover the repairs. He would be responsible for the charges. After much persistence, the dealership agreed not to charge him for everything, and his regular automobile insurer picked up part of the tab.

Extended warranty coverage frequently expires long before it’s needed. The warranty period usually starts, not from the purchase of the product, but on the day the new car initially rolled off the assembly line. Most manufacturers warranties last three years, according to www.cars.com, and most new car buyers purchase five year extended warranties. On average, consumers are only purchasing two extra years of warranty.
One consumer bought a six year extended warranty in December 1993 to cover his 1991 vehicle. When his car needed repair four years later in 1997, the dealer denied coverage because his warranty had expired. Confused, the consumer spent nine months trying to understand—no one explained to him that the extended warranty began at the car’s “in-service” date in December 1990.

Since the extended warranty starts along with the manufacturer warranty, it basically overlaps the original manufacturer warranty or extends only a few months/years beyond it. Car buyer Jay found this out when he spent $810 to purchase a 60 month/60,000 extended warranty for his new 1998 Ford. According to Jay, the dealer told him the extended warranty did not go into effect until after the factory warranty expired at 36,000 and would be good through 60,000 miles. When Jay traded in his car, still under factory warranty, two years later, he decided to cancel the warranty. The dealer told him that he would only get a partial refund of $350 because his warranty had been in effect for two years.

**Finger Pointing**

Difficulties with vehicle add-on products may not end at high-pressure sales tactics or high prices. Consumers also report problems getting the dealer to honor the terms of the contract, whether they file a claim or need a refund after cancelling the policy.

The procedures to get repairs completed vary from contract to contract. In the circumstances when dealer is not the “backer,” the consumer or the dealer may have to get the repairs approved by the backer or an administrative company before repairs can be made. The dealer then completes the repairs and asks the backer for reimbursement for repair costs. The consumer may have to pay for the repairs and then submit receipts to the backer for reimbursement. The backer either pays the amount, or makes a claim to an insurer with whom they hold a contractual liability reimbursement policy. This policy reimburses the company for any claims that are made by the dealer or the customer.

Sometimes consumers are caught between the dealer and the claims administrator. Ms. B paid $1,025 for an extended warranty that expressly included transmission components. When her Chrysler broke down as a result of transmission failure, the dealer assured her it was covered under her extended service contract. According to Ms. B, the dealer later notified her that the backer had denied coverage under the service contract and that she was now required to pay $3,000 to have the transmission repaired.

One of consumers’ top complaints is the failure of dealers to honor extended warranties. A dealer may collect a bonus if claims paid on their service contracts are less than the claims reserves maintained for such contracts. When the dealer backs up its own contracts, repairs made under an extended warranty mean the dealer must provide labor and parts at no cost.

Consumers not only encounter difficulty with getting repairs made, they also have troubles getting a refund when they cancel the policies. Buyers report that dealers promise to cancel the plan, but no refund arrives, or they are told later that the plan will be cancelled for a steep administrative fee.

### Anti-Theft: Costs Too Much

Consumers in our sample paid anywhere from three hundred dollars to several thousand dollars for their anti-theft product. Insurance company price for the coverage backing the product? Typically from $9 - $17 for a three year product. For a five year product, costs range from $12 - $32.

### Anti-Theft: Does Too Little

Vehicle anti-theft buyers end up with a product that duplicates coverage they probably already have under their regular auto policy. Anti-theft pays a modest flat benefit amount if a car is stolen. But any consumer who finances a car must buy comprehensive insurance, including theft coverage for the value of the car plus a rental car or other temporary transportation if the car is stolen.

Some anti-theft contracts actually require consumers to hold another insurance policy with theft coverage in order to receive benefits of the product. “At the time of the theft, the vehicle must be covered by comprehensive theft insurance,” states the Premium Care in their contract.

Theft policies may not pay a benefit for all thefts. The anti-theft product marketed by Olympicare excludes, “losses resulting from

---

**The Fees Charged by Dealers to “Install” Theft Insurance and “Activate” a Number Etched onto the Windshield Make These Plans Pure Junk to the Consumer**
failure to take reasonable and prudent precautions against theft... examples include but are not limited to carjacking, keys left in vehicle, or keys made accessible to anyone except the vehicle owner." (emphasis added). Under the same policy, owners are also not eligible for losses that are not reported to the administrator within 72 hours.27

The advertised amount of anti-theft awards can also be inflated, when part of the cash award is contingent on the purchase of another vehicle from the same dealer. According to the contract’s fine print, Olympicare’s $5,000 anti-theft program will actually pay only $3,000 if the car is stolen. An additional $2,000 discount on a new car purchase will be available from the original dealer to consumers who come in within 30 days. Since car prices are not fixed, this amounts to little more than a ploy to get consumers back in the door.

Anti-theft policies also provide a much more limited payout if the vehicle is stolen and recovered, but damaged to the point of total loss. In this case, Premium Care’s “$3,000” plan pays only the lesser of a) $500 or b) the car owner’s insurance deductible.28

The Hard Sell

In March 2000, Paula Claborn and her husband approached a dealer in Conroe, Texas to purchase a new vehicle. The salesman explained that the number etched on the window, an anti-theft product known as PermaVin, was included in the $800 package price (which also included a trunk mat, cargo net, and roadside assistance) and they must purchase it.

After the contract had been signed, the couple noticed a separate charge of $379.95 on the invoice for the same product. According to Ms. Claborn, the dealer told them that the product required two separate charges, one for “etching” (already included in the price of the car) and one for “activation.” Furious, Paula insisted to everyone at the dealership, including the salesman and one of the managers, that she did not want PermaVin. After persistent calls and visits to the dealer, someone promised to refund the activation fee. Paula and her husband were still stuck paying interest on the charge because the dealership had included it in their financing package.29

“All dealerships do this,” said Paula. “I’ve bought enough cars to know. There is always something they try to slip in to get extra money.”30

Because automobile dealers receive commissions on the products they sell, they have an incentive to use aggressive tactics to increase their sales. As Paula Claborn found, car buyers were often told that the vehicle already had the vehicle protection product installed and could not be sold without it.31 Consumers reported that dealers misled them—telling them that the purchase of an extended warranty or vehicle protection were necessary to secure financing, to receive a lower interest rate, or to purchase the automobile.32

When Julie went with her husband to purchase an SUV, the finance manager tried to convince her that, to qualify for the local credit union’s low interest rate of 5.99%, they would have to purchase a $1,700 extended warranty. Otherwise, the rate would be 7.99%. Julie and her husband agreed to the purchase, but the credit union later told them that extended warranty was not required for their interest rate. Returning to the dealership, the finance manager remained adamant, she told the Attorney General, until, a phone call to the credit union and a lengthy discussion, she finally agreed to cancel the extended warranty policy. “A quote from (the finance manager) ‘We are not in business to be nice,’ says it all,” reports Julie.33

Dealers also misrepresented to consumers that their car insurance would provide them with a 10% discount for the purchase of the anti-theft product,34 that the dealer would pay for the extended warranty and interest for the first year,35 and that the extended warranty was fully refundable if never used.36 Dealers sometimes use a scheme, known as packing, whereby they “pre-calculate” the product or service that they wish to sell and then include it in the monthly payment they quote the customer.37

Other sales tactics also include failing to provide the consumer with a copy of the contract or providing a contract that has been altered. One buyer purchased a Mazda Protege for $19,125.72, insisting that she did not want an extended warranty. She was not given a contract because the salesman told her it had to be redone. After several days, the buyer contacted her lender and learned that the amount submitted by the dealership was actually $21,997.78, she told the Attorney General. The buyer returned to the dealership, and, after considerable persistence, finally reviewed the revised contract. She determined that they had added an extended warranty as well as some other items which accounted for the additional $2,872.07. The finance manager told her it was too late and that she was not a “Mazda quality” customer.38

Regulation

The regulation of the sale and administration of add-on products is weak and fragmented, provides only minimal oversight over product...
“backers,” and offers no protection to the consumer from aggressive overpricing.

TDLR has no authority over many sellers in this market. Under the Texas’ Service Contract Regulatory Act, only the companies that act as the obligor to the extended automobile warranty contract holder, i.e. the consumer, are required to register with the TDLR. Those companies who sell, market, or administer these products, and automobile dealers who sell these products on their own cars and who have a reimbursement insurance policy are exempt from TDLR rules.40 So, although there are currently 114 automobile service contract providers registered with the TDLR, the actual number of parties offering this product, including the number of companies who escape regulation, is unknown.

Consumers looking to find information through the TDLR about the value of vehicle add-ons products would probably be disappointed. The department does not regulate either the price of the add-on product or its benefits. In fact, the statute currently allows the dealer to negotiate the price of these products at the point of sale. The department also does not monitor the number or amount of claims that are paid out to customers nor does it actively oversee the companies’ financial status. Service contract providers are, however, required to submit the number of service contracts they sell on an annual basis in order to determine their annual registration fee. This information is defined by statute as a confidential trade secret.41

The Service Contract Advisory Board is virtually defunct. The board did not meet during 2001 or 2002, despite a statutory mandate that the board meet at least every six months.42 The board is composed mainly of industry representatives; four out of six board members must be from a service contract provider or from a company that sells the product, one must be from an insurance company offering a reimbursement policy, and the last position must be filled by a consumer currently in possession of a service contract sold by a licensed provider. Unfortunately, the department has not been able to seat a consumer on the board.42 Lack of consumer representation on the board has taken its toll; board members favored reducing the availability of TDLR’s contact information to consumers43 and proposed increasing the time period for the “backer” to provide the contract to the consumer from 21 days to 60.44

The regulation of vehicle anti-theft products is equally weak, and TDLR has been unable to find anyone to join the advisory board since its creation. Neither TDLR nor the advisory board have authorization to regulate rates, to control sales tactics, or to monitor and evaluate benefits.41 Instead, the Board’s powers are largely limited to advising the Commission on setting registration fees for “backers.”45

A Nationwide Problem

State officials across the nation are cracking down on the high cost of add-ons and the sales tactics that trap customers. In Washington, New York, Minnesota, and Texas, district attorneys and attorney generals have filed lawsuits against auto dealers for deceptive sales practices of add-on products.

In 2002, Attorney General John Cornyn sued three dealerships related to the deceptive sale of auto security systems. Dealers did not disclose to customers that an $800 security system would be added to the advertised price for their automobiles. Because the dealerships had no intention of selling the automobiles at the advertised price, the Attorney General charged that the three had violated the Deceptive Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Act.46

In California, Los Angeles District Attorneys filed suit against Gunderson Chevrolet, owned by AutoNation, for “packing” practices. Gunderson Chevrolet agreed to pay approximately $2.5 million to settle a lawsuit alleging that the company engaged in unlawful business practices.47 As part of the settlement, Gunderson was enjoined from quoting a price or payment amount that includes undisclosed charges. The L.A. District Attorney’s Office went even further and filed criminal charges against seven former employees of the dealership for conspiring to defraud customers by including the hidden costs in sales contracts and lying about the extra charges. Six of those indicted pleaded no contest or guilty to the charges and were sentenced to jail time, probation, and a fine.48 As a result of this investigation, the California Senate Standing Committee on Government Oversight requested to hear testimony on auto dealer “packing” practices as one of the top ten consumer complaints in 2002.49

The State of Florida recognizes these extended warranty products and anti-theft products as insurance, and companies offering these products must register with the department of insurance. Part of this regulation includes providing the product cost, which cannot be marked up further at the dealership.50 The regulation also allows consumers legal recourse against price inflation by dealers.51

Policy Recommendations

Extended Warranties and Anti-Theft Policies as Insurance

Extended warranties and anti-theft products are insurance and should be treated as such. Amend Article 9034 and Article 9035, Texas Civil Statutes to remove the exception from insurance regulation. Texas legislators should:

• classify extended warranty and anti-theft products as insurance
• assure benefits by requiring TDI approval of policy forms
• collect basic information about premiums and losses
• assure good value by regulating prices

If the Legislature is unable to accomplish this, there must be significant measures taken to ensure the TDLR can provide strong and impartial oversight over the sale and administration of these products.

Texas Department of Licensing

In the alternative, improve TDLR oversight by granting the agency authority over benefits and prices.

• Expand the agency’s authority to determine a fair price to the consumer for theft, extended warranty and any new products dealers want to introduce. Amend the law to eliminate dealer negotiated prices for add-ons.
• Expand the agency’s authority by allowing the board to disapprove contracts for these products if the benefit is not reasonable in relation to the price or is deceptive, misleading, or duplicates required insurance coverage.
• Prohibit dealers from requiring consumers to pay for theft protection if they don’t want it.
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Auto Dealers Sell More than Cars
• Require auto dealers to provide consumers with a copy of the add-on contract upon purchase. Require the price of the product to be clearly marked on the add-on’s contract and listed as a separate item on the automobile sales contract.
• Require the Board of TDLR to review annually all complaints filed against dealers or other sellers of extended warranty and theft protection products and develop a plan to address the consumer concerns.
• Information about the number of contracts sold should be made available to the public.
• Advisory Boards should actually meet, should be composed of at least half consumer representatives, and should comply with the statutory requirement to meet every 6 months.
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